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The annoying thing with the
designers of James Baroud, it
is that they cannot refrain from
transforming and from improving
ceaselessly their products. Hardly
we stopped testing a tent, that
the product has already been
modified. As a result, our articles
always have a time of delay,
knowing that at James Baroud,
as in the IT sector, every half-year
sees arriving of new evolutions. Of
course, this is to the advantage
of the consumer, but by signing
this new test, we cannot refrain
from wondering if it will be on the
agenda for a long time.

A foolproof hardpan

In our Editorial Team we are not at all
followers of the tests in laboratory.
For us, the best way of testing a product
is to test it under real,
and preferably, extreme conditions.
This is what motivated our last campaign
of tests which took place in alpine snows.
The purpose being to compare sleeping bags
and roof tents in bivouac under negative
temperatures. Our first test went on James
Baroud Explorer Evolution...
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Excepted the models built in
ABS, most of the roof tents are in
fiberglass. They are covered with
Gelcoat. This material with hardthermical resin is used as well
on the boats, on the caravans or
on the planes. It insures the finish
and the protection of the visible
surface of composite materials.
Some manufacturers are going
to»play» with the thickness and
the weight of the diverse materials
which they use, this explains the
differences of weight and rigidity
between a brand and an other
one. At JB, we do not skimp either
on the quality of the fiberglass, or
on the thikness of the Gelcoat.
Contrary to Maggiolina wich tends
to « yawns» on sides, the body of
the tents James Baroud never
deforms.
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... And we activate the Controled
Mechanical Ventilation. Let us
indicate by the way that this
oversized extractor initially in
boats is designed to ventilate a
volume 7 times upper than a tent ! It
means that its efficiency in a space
like the new Explore Evolution, is
exceptional.

Bailers of protection: one more
not insignificant who allows to
ventilate better the tent even in
the rain.

February, 2017. First part of a long-lasting campaign of tests for
a comparative degree of tyres. By the way, it allowed us to judge
qualities of the news Explore Evolution.
The ladder is without a doubt
the better one of the market. It
is a pity it is so cumbersome.
we circulate. To date, James
Baroud is the only manufacturer
in the world to propose automatic
tents of roof which can support
permanently a tire or a load of 25
kg. On the middle of this superior
hull, we find a solar panel which
provides the electrical extractor of
air situated in the roof of the room.

Waterproof and rotproof

It is necessary to know that the
body of the JB tents is based on a
very special manufacturing process
which resumes basically the
qualities of thoughtlessness and
solidity of the motorcycle helmets.

The superior hull is equipped
with a luggage rack. This one
welcomes without problem an
additional spare tire (without the
wheel rim) what can be very useful
according to the countries in which

By far, the room of the Explore
Evolution looks like the previous
models: horizontal opening, 3
flexible doors surmounted by
bailers of protection... At first
sight, when we see this tent, it has
nothing more that a traditional JB,
and nevertheless! By looking at it
closer, we realize that it underwent

Usually, the air extractor is totally
silent, but sometimes arrives that
the blades of the ventilator are not
well positioned in the axis, this can
cause a light noise of friction. In this
case it is enough to push slowly on
the blades to put back them on-line
and eliminate the noise.
particularly innovative structural
and esthetic modifications. Indeed,
this new model presents walls
constituted largely by mosquito
nets. These are coupled with the
famous canvas JB which we had
already tested severely during
previous tests.
To test the efficiency of the air
extractor and verify its capacity
to stop the condensation, the
tent is completely closed...
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In February, 2018 - Tires changed, but the tent remains
the same. Similar for the temperatures which one
year later oscillate again between – 12°C and - 5°C.

During these tests we were able
to compare its solidity and its
impermeability versus the Dralon
of Italian tents which cracks on the
zones of friction and who allows
to pass the water when it is too
hardly raining or too long. Nothing
to do thus with the Italian canvas
of parasol which made mouldy if
we are displayed several days in
a row to episodes rainy or snowcovered as those whom we met
in Romania.

when we camp in hot country. On
the other hand, it is justifiable to
wonder about the relevance of
such a concept when we know
the fragility of the mosquito nets
which usually dress doors and
windows of tents. Isn’t it risked
to put such a product outside
of the tent and on almost whole

lot of the sides? To answer this
question, it is necessary to know
that this James Baroud’s famous
mosquito net, has strictly nothing
to do with that of the competition.
As well as certain armor platings
of tanks use a composite system
with ceramic and plastic, the new
mosquito net of JB uses materials

Armored mosquito net
As we have said previously, the
walls of the room are almost
completely covered with mosquito
nets. An excellent thing to
optimize the ventilation of the tent

February, 2018. At 9 pm the
thermometer situated under
the ceiling light announces 3°C ...

... Around midnight we record
- 8°C outside and - 5°C inside
the tent.

of a phenomenal resistance. This
is evidenced by this spectacular
photo where we see 3 people
hanging on to a piece of this
magic canvas which we stretched
out against a wall. This is not fake
new! We moreover noticed it by
us even, on photos and on video:
This canvas can serve to tow a

vehicle, and tightened between
two bumpers it can even serve as
hammock! Thus, as we can notice
it, the new concept of JB which
consists in dressing the walls of
his tents of a mosquito net has
nothing silly ...

Panoramic vision
and optimal aeration
Usually, when it is very hot, if we do
not completely want to suffocate
in his tent, it is almost essential to

open it the slightest bit to inhale and
create an appearance of aeration
and it is there that we are used
as meat safe to mosquitoes! With
the new Explore Evolution and its
mosquito net which surrounds all
the room, this inconvenience looks
like an old story. It is enough to
open all the openings and you find
yourselves with an extraordinary
surface of aeration while keeping
the tent «closed» and by staying
completely shielded from insects.

In the morning at 8 am we notice no
track of condensation. The tissue of
walls and the sky of roof are very cold,
of course, but they are totally dry.
Similar constatation for the metal of the
compass on which we do not observe
the slightest droplet of water. We cannot
say the same thing for the Magiolina
and Djebel Line tents: inside we notice
plenty of big drops of ice-cold water
hide completely walls and sky of roof...
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No defect on the finish of
the new Explore Evolution
which buries widely all the
tents of the competition.

An option which we shall
appreciate excessively when we
shall evolve in a hot country. But
independently of the «practical»
side of this tent, « raise late « or
the ardent supporters of starry
nights will not miss to go into
raptures over the extraordinary
vision in 360 ° which allows to
take advantage completely of the
surrounding landscape.

Opening and closure
Formerly, the tents JB unfolded
all at once as soon as we had
When the sun returns and when the temperatures go raise up,
opened their ties. On the other
the panoramic opening of walls allows to enjoy a haughtiness
hand, they were more delicate to
view at 360 °.

fold up. As for tent « 2 second «
of Decathlon, it was necessary «
to get the blow « and to respect a
certain discipline. By proceeding
correctly, the closure of the « old »
automatic JB has never raised
any problem, contrary to what
were able to say people who did
not know how to take themselves
there, but nevertheless with a
handicaped arm, this closure was
not necessarily obvious. Today,
with the new system of handbearing compass, the tent still
opens so easily, but especially
it closes with the most extreme
facilitated. As far as there is no

braid, no blanket or a sleeping bag
who come to hinder the closure of
compasses...

Habitability and safety
Inside, the dimensions are
always so generous with a real
sleeping around of 140 x 185
(the competition is «cheating»
skilfully on the size by announcing
outsides dimensions while the
size announced by JB are internal
dimensions.
Former hand-bearing compass
took a certain place and came to
encroach on the sleeping around,
at the level of shoulders.

Cursors take back the same
concept as we find on the
tactical backpacks with their
mini belt of prehension. A
simple system and ultra
silent which is lacking on all
other tents of the market.
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which allows to stick the flap of
waterproofness. Having said that,
closures are of an impressive
resistance because we handled
them unceremoniously and in the
haste.
Also let us indicate the mini
traction girth which equip cursors
and which annul completely the
annoying noises that we hear on
all the tents of the competition
when they are exposed to the
wind.

The body of the James
Baroud tent is the most solid
of the market. It is made of
several coats of fiberglass,
of polyurethane and an
exosquelette of plastic tubes,
sandwiched in the fiber to
stiffen the set while preserving
a certain flexibility and a better
coefficient of permeation in
the air. We thus find ourselves
in the same configuration
as the physical armor of a
motorcyclist.
The new compasses settle wisely
in every corner of the tent and
they free completely the sleeping
around. A saving of space
which the «broad-shouldered»
will appreciate without reserve.
Contrary to the Maggiolina built by
Autohome and to the Djebel Line
of RLC Distribution, compasses
are totally exempt from any
harshness and they are dressed in
a sheath of protection which does
not serve much, except to add a
touch of finish to a product which
is nevertheless far from missing it.

Finitions
They are just amazing ! Whether
at the level of the sewings, the
zips, various systems of catcher

Aeration and condensation

With his net and his vast space
under the roof, James Baroud
can also serve as a trunk of
roof.
and closure of doors, everything
was thought with an unequalled
host of details.
However we may regret that the
cursors of side doors which «stick»
a little bit in the middle chase, at
the level of the little Velcro system

The solar panel which supply
the CMV maybe lost the luster of
the new, but after uncountable
passages in branches, it is
always so effective.

When we read the so called
comparative degree appeared on
the website of the main competitor
of James Baroud, We can ask
ourselves questions as regards the
condensation and flood risks, even
of breathlessness, which predicts
us the Italian manufacturer. Let
there be no doubt about this: we
survived! First night, the outside
temperature came down to - 5°C
around midnight and – 7°C at
3.00 am. At the same time, in the
tent, we recorded respectively - 3
° and - 5 °. To make the test more
concrete, we completely closed
the tent and we activated the air
extractor. Let remind that this
device is usually used on pleasure
boats to eliminate any risk of
condensation.
This product did well its work and
in the most absolute silence. In the
morning, at 7.00 am, there was
no slightest sign of condensation
inside the tent.
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Funny demonstration
of resistance for the mosquito
net. No comment...

For us, the best laboratory
it is the adventure! Nothing
will ever replace tests in
real conditions. Especially if
the conditions are a little bit
extreme.
On the other end, in Maggiolina,
walls, pillows and sleeping bag
were covered with a fine film of
water. So, we were obliged to
dry a part of our personal effects
in the car. The next night, we
renewed the same operation, in
the same conditions, with similar
temperatures.
But in Maggiolina we had to cover
the sleeping bag for not to be
obliged to dry it one more time in
the car the next day.

Material
Composition
Construction
Coating
Width
Weight (+/-5%)

QUALITY OF THE MATTRESS

Density
Traction resistance
Air permeability
Dimensions

28kg/m3
115 Kpa
L/dm2/min
I=160cm

ISO 845
ISO 1798
ISO 9237
L=198cm

TISSUE TECHNICAL FILE

Tensile strength
Warp (5cm)
Weft (5cm)
Tearing strength
Warp (5cm)
Weft (5cm)
Watercolumn
Colour-Weather fastness
Friction
Wet
Dry
Migration in PVC

100% polyester
PES 100%
Simple 1/1
acrylic
243cm (95,6 in)
260g/m2
(9,2 oz/10 ft2
1400N
1000N

20N
15N
85 cm (33,4 in)
6 (faces enduites)
4
4
3-4

ISO 1833:1977
ISO 3572:1976
ISO 22198:2006
ISO 3801:1977
ISO 13934-1:1999

ISO 13937-1:2000

ISO 811
ISO 105 b04:1994
ISO 105x12:2002
ISO 10510:1978

Rate and warranty
The advised retail price for thr tent
Explorer Evolution is 2.500 E. The
warranty coverage is 5 years. In
a general way, the manufacturer
makes no difficulty to assume his
bonds of indemnity. If accidentally
there is a problem on a tent, most
of the time, all this ends by a
pure and simple exchange at the
expense of the manufacturer...
contrary to number of his
competitors who charge you the
shipping and the packaging, even
if their tent is defective!
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